PRESS RELEASE - September 19th 2017 Night Sky for tvOS
Night Sky is your tour guide!
iCandi Apps ®, the creators of the Night Sky stargazing apps are set to release a completely
reimagined version of Night Sky, specifically for Apple TV.
This powerful new version of Night Sky has been totally rewritten from the ground up to
take you on tours of the Sky from anywhere in the world, with Night Sky being your tour
guide! With an all new beautifully rich Sky View, including new Environment Based Horizon
Lines, you’ll be totally engrossed with the powerful information Night Sky is able to deliver,
from the comfort of your own living room!
- Sky Tours
Let Night Sky be your tour guide to the sky above for any location you choose! Simply drop a
pin on the map, and Night Sky will guide you through the Night for that location. From sunset
to sunrise, commenting on light pollution, stargazing conditions for the night ahead,
constellations, planets, and Moon illumination. It will even tell you when the ISS will be
flying overhead!
- Major Event and Moon Tours
Explore historic and momentous sky events such as the 2017 American Solar Eclipse.
We've also brought totally Remastered Moon Tours with amazing sites of interest!
- My Tours
Create your own tours for any location and time in the world at the click of your remote!
Just drop a pin on the world map, and Night Sky will generate a Sky Tour for that location
and save it into My Tours for quick and easy access. Be sure to create a tour for your favorite
camp site, and next summer vacation! My Tours now syncs with Night Sky 5 on iOS!
- Environment Based Horizon Lines
Night Sky changes the horizon line and sky color dependent on the environment! See the
skyline for San Francisco, New York, Chicago, London, Paris, Sydney, Beijing, and many
more! Also see deserts, the ocean, and rainforests!
“Night Sky has been completely reimagined in this new powerful utilisation of Apple
TV! Sky Tours combined with the new Environment Based Horizon Lines, literally
transport you to any location or time on Earth, so now you can stargaze from anywhere
without leaving the comfort of your living room!”
- Andy Weekes, Founder & Company Director – iCandi Apps.

iCandi Apps ® was founded in 2008 by Andy Weekes, after he was inspired by
the App Store introductory keynote by Steve Jobs. Andy went from being a
school teacher to creating one of the most successful reference apps in the
world. With accolades including three number one hits and even having
Night Sky preinstalled onto iPhone and iPad in Apple Retail Stores
worldwide, Andy has seen success he couldn't have even dreamed of. With
the launch of Night Sky on tvOS with Sky Tours and Environment Based
Horizon Lines, iCandi Apps ® is set to introduce some new technologies which
will take Night Sky into its next chapter.
Night Sky for tvOS with Sky Tours syncing with Night Sky 5 is available to
download on the App Store on tvOS from September 19th 2017.
NOTES FOR EDITORS
•

For further details on Night Sky for tvOS visit the iCandi Apps ® website
at http://iCandiApps.com

•

For further information, interview, or promotional copies of Night Sky on
tvOS please contact Enquiries@iCandiApps.com

•

Free to use copy, images, logos, and further information can be found in
the Night Sky Press Kit which can be downloaded here - http://
www.icandiapps.com/icandiapps/press/

•

Night Sky on tvOS will be a free to existing users of Night Sky on iOS,
with Moon Tours and My Tours available as a regularly updated Premium
subscription. The Premium subscription is cross compatible with Night
Sky on iOS. Available on the App Store.

•

Night Sky is compatible with the following hardware: Apple TV 4th
Generation running tvOS 10 or above. Designed for tvOS 11.

